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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

LICENSEE'S RESPONSE TO THE SECOND SET OF
INTERROGATORIES FROM ANTI-NUCLEAR GROUP REPRESENTING YORK

INTERROGATORY NO. 15

What determinations has the licensee made, if any, as to the
existence in the environs surrounding TMI of conditions such as,
demography, topography, land characteristics, access routes, and
local jurisdictional boundaries that warrant departure from a
circular EPZ defined uniformly by a 10-mile radius from the j

plant?

(a) Does the licensee agree or disagree with the follow-
ing conclusion reached by the NRC/TMI Special In-
quiry Group (Vol. 1, p. 133):

Therefore, at the very least, significant
centers of population beyond 10 miles
from the plant must be considered in the
planning as well.

Explain fully the reasons for any disagreement. If
there is agreement, explain with reference to speci-
fic sections of the licensee's emergency plan how
this conclusion has been' incorporated into emergency
planning around TMI.

RESPONSE

A general discussion of the factors identified in this inter-

rogatory is included in sections 4.2.1.1, 4.2.1.2, 4.2.1.3, and

4.2.1.4 of the Emergency Plan. In addition, further information

on these factors is included in the TMI-l FSAR'and the'TMI-l FES.
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other than the studies necessary to generate this information,
,

Licensee has made no special study of local conditions which

might warrant a departure from a 10-mile circular EPZ.
Precise definition of the 10-mile EPZ boundary is the re-

sponsibility of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Licensee has

relied upon the expertise of the state in considering local con-
ditions which might warrant a departure from a 10-mile circular

EPZ. As a voluntary matter, the five affected counties have de-

veloped 20-mile evacuation plans.

(a) Licensee neither agrees fully nor disagrees fully

with the referenced statement. The basis for the

statement appears to be the Special Inquiry Group's'

view that the 10-mile planning zone is "relatively

arbitrary" and thus " inadequate". Licensee dis-
.

agrees with these observations. They fail to con-

sider the bases provided in NUREG-0396 and -0654 for

the 10-mile EPZ. Further, such observations evi-

dence a misunderstanding of the role played by

EPZs. The existence of a 10-mile EPZ does not

mean that evacuation, or other appropriate pro-

tective measures, may not be implemented beyond'

that distance if plant conditions so warrant.

Rather, the 10-mile EPZ constitutes a sufficient

distance for-detailed emergency planning so that,

if necessary, measures beyond 10 miles can be im-

plemented on the basis of the preexisting emergency

planning.
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INTERROGATORY NO. 16

At the present is there a notification system in place in the
TMI EPZ capab:.e of satisfying the " design objectives" of Appendix
3 to NUREG-06'347 If yes, describe in detail the functioning of
such system and give the bases for the licensee's belief that
the standard 9 of NUREG-0654 are satisfied.

(a) Wnat measures has the licensee taken for assuring
chat the means, financial or otherwise, exist for
putting such a system into place?

RESPONSE

The present system does not sati fy fully the design objec-

tives of Appendix 3.

(a) Licensee has undertaken a study to determine how

best to provide adequate warning to the public.

INTERROGATORY NO. 17
~

Has the licensee engaged in discussions with Lancaster County
with respect to the possibility of transmitting effluent and/or
other radiation monit6 ring information directly to the County
Emergency Operations Center? If yes, what has been the outcome
of these discussions?

1

RESPONSE

Licensee has engaged in discussions of this type with Lan-

caster County officials. Licensee is continuing to consider the
_

feasibility of providing Lancaster County officials with offsite

radiation monitor readings. No final resolution has been made.

INTERROGATORY NO. 18 ,

Describe fully the instrumentation the licensee' intends to install
in its offsite Emergency Operations Center in terms of the specific
items of information (i.e., radiation monitoring; essential plant
status parameters such.as pressure and temperature) such instrumen-
tation will be able to furnish.
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RESPONSE

Licensee is installing remote monitoring devices in the

offsite Emergency Operations Center which will have the same

monitoring capability as the devices proposed for the Technical

Support Cester (TSC). The capabilities of such devices are de-

scribed in Amendment 13 to Licensee's Restart Report, Section

10.3.3.

INTERROGATORY NO. 19

State whether or not there has been any interruption in electri-
cal service to any part of the area embraced by the 10-mile EPZ
at any time since the initial criticality of TMI-1. For each
such interruption specify date (s) of occurrence, duration, and
area affected.

RESPONSE

Interruption to customer. electrical service has occurred to

customers served by Metropolitan Edison Company within an area

embraced by the 10-mile EPZ since the initial criticality of

TMI-1. A computer printout entitled "GPU Disturbance Outage Re-

port System, Listing of Select Control Cards", and appropriate

supporting information for interpreting dates of o_ccurrence,

duration and area affected, are being placed in Licensee's Dis-

covery Reading Room. Licensee does not have data on interruption

of electrical service within the 10-mile EPZ to customers served
by other utilities.

INTERROGATORY NO. 20

Add to interrogatory #2 the findings of the NRC/TMI Special In-
quiry Group (Vol. 1, pp. 122-128) and of NUREG-CR-1270.

.
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RESPONSE

The long-range review described in Licensee's response to

j ANGRY Interrogatory (First Set) No. 2 will consider the Rogovin

Report findings, including NUREG-CR-1270.

INTERROGATORY NO. 21

What criteria does the licensee intend to use in making " protective
action recommendations to State officials" (EP S 4.6.4.l(2)) . In
particular, assuming an atmospheric release causing calculated
offsite doses which equal or exceed EPA PAG levels, what factors
will determine the recommendations of either sheltering or evacua-
tion as an appropriate action? The factors listed should be
quantified.

(a) What is the time that will be required between
the initial recognition of an emergency condi-
tion and the selection and transmittal to the
State of a protective action recommendation?

'

What role is assumed for the NRC in making this
time estimate? How would a greater or lesser
role than that assumed affect,the estimate?

RESPONSE

The determination of protective actions is a state responsi-
i

bility. Licensee has the primary responsibility to project doses !

based on effluent monitor and meteorological readings. The Li-

Icensee will also qualitatively _ assess the confidence level of

the initial dose estimates (pending confirmation by offsite moni-

toring teams) and provide this information to the s' tate. Further,

Licensee will provide information relating to the possible future

course of events so as to anticipate the impact of offsite re-

leases, and the projected stability of the situation. The quanti-

tative and qualitative infommation would form the basis for Li-

censee's recommendations for protective actions.!

'

(a) Every event which may ultimately require a recom-

| mendation is different, and no consistent time can
i
1
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be provided. Licensee does not depend on the NRC

in making protective action recommendations.

Respectfully submitted,

SHAW, PIT MAN, POTTS & TROWBRIDGE

By: Mj ' _ kbYu
Worg6 F. Trdwbridge
Robert E. Zahler

Dated: March 31, 1980
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Ms. Holly S. Keck
Legislation Chairman
Anti-Nuclear Group Representing York
245 West Philadelphia Street
York, Pennsylvania 17404

Re: Three Mile Island Unit 1
Docket No.'50-289 (Restart)

Dear Ms. Keck:

I enclose Licensee's responses to ANGRY's second set
of interrogatories, dated February 25, 1980. Copies of
signed affidavits for these responses are not enclosed,
but will be forwarded soon.

Sin ely y 'rs,

/ f /'

eor e F. rowbridge

Enclosure

cc: Service List
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